INTRODUCTION
Automated Situation Awareness can provide lot of proactive societal applications. It can enable monitoring and tracking entity of interest in fields like healthcare, activity, climate, and border surveillance. Application specific sensing using relevant physical wireless sensors are a cost effective way of accumulating fine-grained dataabout the components that describe situation of these environments. The major computational challenge iscorrect &real time extraction of situations or any other useful form from this data.Towards development of application independent methods to transform sensor data to situations, we define an intermediate form "current contexts". The overlapping set of contexts then defines situations and provides situation aware services. The humane application that has motivated this work is proactive care for theaging.Here the situation of interest is "activity" being carried by the monitored person. In case of patient, on situ "health condition"using appropriate sensors can be monitored. Medical professionals opine that one of the best ways to detect emerging medical conditions before they become critical is to look for changes in the activities of daily living (ADLs) [1] . These activities include timely food consumption, regular personal hygiene (toileting & bathing), medicines intake, and proper sleep. Development of computational systems that recognize such activities can enableremote automatic detection of changes in patterns of behavior of people at home that indicate decline in health [2] .Wireless Sensors are highly useful in enabling round the clock monitoring of a person. Unlike conventional methods of monitoring like CCTV cameras, microphones, or wearable devices, use of sensors is non-obtrusive and does not compromise privacy of the person being monitored. Video and audio output from conventional monitoring devices require time consuming & complex preprocessing methods [3] .On the other hand, the Sangeeta Mittal, Krishna Gopal and S.L. Maskara, A Versatile Lattice Based Model For Situation Recognition From Dynamic Ambient Sensors 405 data emanating from sensors is simpler, very detailed, lightweight, voluminous but easier to preprocess. This makes sensors embedded in ambient surroundings a convenient way of monitoring activities of a person.Activity monitoring requires online activity prediction from a learnt model. Prediction itself requires real time abstractions out of huge volumes of data.When number and type of source sensors is large, the extraction of activities is done in hierarchical manner. For example, a person X's raw individual proximity sensors data, first contextual information like location "in kitchen", "using microwave and freezer," accessing "utensils and cupboards," can be extracted. This high-level information can be mapped to activity prediction"preparing breakfast". In other applications like health condition monitoring,definition of situations and contexts in terms of individual sensors data is done with help of domain expert.
The set of current contexts extracted from sensor firings partially/completely aid activity recognition. In this work, activity recognition from multiple raw wireless sensors data is dealt.
We, particularly, address the following: 1) Design a framework to define relationship between sensor data, contextual information, and comprehension of situations.
2) Develop a method to map variable dimensional sensor data to fixed dimension contexts. Recognition of situations in general from sensor data is complex and domain specific. Task-based recognition, template based matching, event trees and fuzzy inference rules [4] [5] [6] have been used in literature for this purpose. Most of these methods suffer from lack of generality, when transferred from one instance of an application to another.A general method should be transferrable to any new instance of same application in possibly different settings.To overcome the disadvantages of conventional methods, use of Formal Concept Analysis(FCA) has been made to define activities. Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) is an efficient method for data analysis, knowledge representation and information retrieval [7] . FCA requires structuring of data as 'Concepts'. Formally, concepts are a pair of a set of objects (extent) sharing a set of attributes (intent). The concept lattice organises the whole set of concepts as partial ordered sets. The concept lattice is used to visualize the conceptual structure and access it for finding patterns, regularities and exceptions in data. Use of Concept lattice for activityrecognition in presence of contexts obtained from noisy sensors data is considered appropriate for many reasons. Due to inherent uncertainty in wireless transmitted data, some context elements may not be present for activity recognition. The implication set of Concept lattice is useful to predict such contexts. In this paper we make use of publicly available datasets ofsensor dataannotated with some common activities of daily living of threedifferent personsliving in three differenthomes [8] . The evaluation using standard methods demonstrate ability of activity prediction of person at any time instance.The methods also represent transferability of the learnt model to an entirely new instance by applying the model on a different house with different person.
The paperhas been organized into six sections. Section IIelaborates on significance of situation assessment from sensor data and related methods. General introduction to the Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) is followed by inference of situations using FCAin section III.Section IV presents theexample sensor datasetsof human activity, design of contextual information andmapping of activities. The experimental results and evaluation of proposed methods in predicting activities are discussed in section V. The paper has been concluded in section VI. to get situation information. In this work, we abstract, number of contexts occurring within same periodtoactivity within that period.As we do these abstraction steps, the size of the data to be handled is reduced and usefulness towards automated monitoring is increased. In Figure 1 , we represent the setup ofsensors placed in objects and nearby secondary computational device extracting CI and situations from raw sensor data transmitted to it.The model thus built is useful in answering activity related queries by any interested third party software/ person in end user devices like mobile phone and computers. For sake of commercialization, the situation model can also be provided on Software-as-a-service (SaaS) model and feedback and querying can be enabled.We show few other common types of sensors useful for abstraction of activities in The present work doesn't focus on methods of abstraction of contexts from sensors but on the methods of activity extraction from contexts.For this domain, the types of contexts as described in first column of Table 2 are considered relevant. A human activity can be described easily by getting contextual knowledge about these contexts. Apart from these"Why" context may be answered by correlating more than one activity.Given CI, recognition of activity needs to be accurate and inreal time. Most methods as will be described in next section are evaluated on these parameters. Besides this, one of the major challenges that we address here is eliminating the need to have costly labelled training data for every instance of activity recognition in similar scenarios.
II
Particularly, here we demonstrate the feasibility of our approach in doing activity recognition for any new target house, given that the algorithm has been learnt from a labelled source house. An integrated actual implementation framework requires modules for converting sensors data to semantic web notations like in XML. For reasoning, the inference engine is able to implement the rules in XML syntax or the data to be reasoned is to be brought in the form of PROLOG.
Srivastav et al. in [16] define a framework for abstraction of situations from object and situations'
information. The relational dependencies among objects are modeled as cross-machines called relational Probabilistic Finite State Automata (PFSA) using the xD-Markov machine construction. These PFSAs are mapped to situations. Clusters of sensor data are identified to summarize an individual event, the macro-cluster then integrate the information from multiple events in [17] . To facilitate scalable, flexible, and online analysis, the atypical cube is constructed, and a guided clustering algorithm is proposed to retrieve significant clusters in an efficient manner. The algorithm is fast as compared to other baseline solutions and hence suitable for online analysis. Fogarty and Hudson in [18] describe a toolkit for addressing issues in developing and deploying sensor-based statistical models. It caters to human mediation problems in earlier popular toolkits by eliminating mediation or using it as feedback. They improve HCI of applications by showing that using the model the interruptibility to human is reduced greatly.
Other different works [19] [20] [21] [22] Recognizing human activities from ambient and physiological sensors has attracted lot of research interest recently [23 -27] . One of the pioneer works in the area of activity recognition using ambient sensors was reported in [23] . [26] give a conceptual Framework for situation characterization, abstraction, recognition, and projection from sensor data. Snapshot of all sensor data at a point of time is considered as scene and over a period is considered as episode. Further, the data is quantitatively processed as an event. The quantitative relations are aggregated as qualitative relations, which are strongly connected to activities. Mahajan et al. [27] designed integrated systems with simple algorithms for events like noise, spike reporting instead of raw data. The decision about an event is taken within the sensor only. Before making a new physical sensor with these capabilities, a virtual sensor in a computer can be implemented to test the intelligence algorithms.
The method chosen here for analyzing and organizing situations is use of Formal Concept Analysis (FCA), which has a long history as a technique of data analysis conforming to the idea of Conceptual Knowledge Processing of symbolic data [28] . Before use in lattices the situations are represented as simple composition rules where each situation is specified to comprise of a set of contexts. FCA has already scaled well to web search within billions of web pages so these would be faster and scalable to retrieve situations. When an unprecedented situation occurs, probabilistic retrieval is possible using association rules; FCA can also help make the situation
descriptions robust by indicating possible implications among attributes [29] . Human users can cross check descriptions using attribute exploration. The exploratory paradigm of FCA is better than decision trees as same tree may occur multiple times over the whole structure, but in concept lattice there is no duplication of information. The concept lattice designed as Activity Lattice will be useful fordiscovery, prediction and as a browsing space for activity retrieval. In next section,
we introduce basic concepts of FCA and describe the construction of concept lattice using extracted contexts as features of situations.
III. CONSTRUCTION OF CONCEPT LATTICE OF SITUATIONS
In this section, the basics of concept lattices and its application to the organization of activities to study characteristics such as generalization and dependence is studied. The Concept data analysis Cross Table-A cross table is a 
Intension:
This set has all attributes common to all objects in extension.
Concept Lattice: From a cross table<O,P,R>, we can extract all possible formal concepts. The set of all concepts may be organized as a lattice, by defining the following partial order relation << between two concepts, (A1,B1) << (A2,B2) (A1 A2 ) and (B2 B1). The concepts (A1, B1) and (A2,B2) are called nodes in the lattice. The concept lattice for the cross table in Table 3 with total 15 concepts, is shown in figure 3 . Figure 3Concept Lattice of Cross Table 3 The figure also represents the generic and specific concepts relations in the lattice. [31] propose an incremental building of concepts lattices starting from given cross table. Such algorithm will be useful to obtain concepts lattices to our problem of research as user queries users can be inserted in the lattice and then it is possible to determine the most relevant situations given the deduced contexts. For implementation in software multi list, hashing or a hybrid method is employed [32] .
The objects will replace activities and attributes will replacecontexts in the concept lattice we define in next sections.
b. Lattice Navigation for Situation Recognition
The lattice can be used for recognizingsituationsby submitting to the lattice Con present , the set of current context values. A simplified algorithm for doing so is described in figure 4. 
IV. CONSTRUCTION OF ACTIVITY LATTICE FROM SENSOR DATA
The algorithms for construction and navigation of concept lattices as discussed in last section are applied to activity lattice. The information for creating cross table is unknown initially. Therefore, a training dataset is required which is used to create the cross table first and then the lattice of concepts from this table. The steps to do so are elaborated in figure 6 . The construction of concept lattice here is done in steps shown in Figure 6 constructing a matrix of SituationContext relations from sensor data followed by concepts and Hasse diagram. The resulting concept lattice is maintained as hashed list in memory or stored in a data file from where it may be later used for situation assessment. The datasets used are described in next section.
a. Annotated Sensor Datasets
The activity lattice is built to recognize some common ADLs of a single user in an indoor home environment. Homes and their furnishings have highly variable layouts, and individuals perform activities in many different ways. The same activity (e.g. brushing teeth) may result in a significantly different sensor activation profile based upon the habits, or routines of the home occupant and the layout and organization of the particular home. One approach to handling such variability is to use supervised learning with an explicit training phase.We have taken an example clustered third party real data set where the activities of interest are common and all other things are different in three houses occupied by single inhabitants. These common activities that were annotated by each inhabitant were "leave house", "use toilet", "take shower", "go to bed", "prepare breakfast", "prepare dinner", and "get drink". These activities were chosen based on the Katz ADL index, a commonly used tool in healthcare to assess cognitive and physical capabilities of an elderly person [1] . Table 4 . Besides difference in number of sensors being installed, there are other differences also like, there are two toilets in house C, the toilet in house B is in the same room as the shower, while the toilet and shower in house A are in separate rooms. Furthermore, the inhabitants differ as well, Figure 9 . The activities differ both in occurrence time and duration across the three houses. Figure 9 : Activities in all three houses for two typical days Table 5 shows the number of separate instances of activities and the percentage of time each activity takes up in the data set [8] . It can be seen that some activities occur very frequently (e.g. personal hygiene), while others that occur less frequently have a longer duration and therefore take up more time (e.g. leaving and sleeping).The frequency of each activity has large deviations ranging from about 60% to 0.1%. The activity recognition algorithms have to work well in both cases. There also has to be room for accounting sensor errors like for instance, the "grocery cupboard" reed switch kept on firing for all the time in dataset of house B. Such obvious errors are removed before using the dataset. The provided datasets are in two parts, one is the sensor data tables with timestamps and the other is the manually annotated activities with time stamps.
These two sets of information are merged and a dataset of sensor firing status along with activity of each minute is prepared. The Matlab scripts provided by [8] are used for this purpose. This is the case in the datasets used here and also may be obvious in any other real life scenario.
The modelling of common set of activities has to take into account this variance. This is donehere by mapping the minute wise data of raw sensors of each house to presence or absence of Table 5 Number of instances and percentage of time activities occur in the dataset The variable number of sensors is mapped to fixed number of domain specific contexts. The definition of common set of contexts is inspired by the W31H model of activity descriptiondiscussed in second section [12] . According to the model definition, we take location within house and the objects specific to the location defined as "Objects Used" as first two contexts. Each context is in itself multi-valued. For example, the location in an apartment can be any of the bedroom, kitchen, washroom, living room and bathroomand so are the objects used. A logical context as "current time"is also considered. Time is mapped to one of the 24 hourly time slices of a day. Time Slices are counted from 0 to 23 where 0 th hour is midnight. Start time of each firing is taken. Besides these, the objects used and location of the person in previous time slice is also taken as context. The individual sensors of every house were then mapped to common set of contexts as per Table 6 . After discussion with several experts, Table 6 was arrived at for mapping. To give statistical basis to this categorization an unsupervised agglomerative clustering was applied on the individual houses to find intuitive correlations among the sensors and identifying the common ones across all houses [33] . This was done for all three houses, and is shown for House A and C in Figures 10 a&b. After analysing the clustering and heatmaps of cross correlation matrix within various sensors of a house, the mapping as in Table 6was found suitablefor finding contexts of person to in turn define his activity. 
V. RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
For analysis of the performance of our proposed method, we first define the appropriate evaluation metrics and then apply these to experiments conducted.
a. Metrics used for Performance evaluation
The activity recognition is a classification problem of determining the current class of activity. As the datasets considered here are unbalanced, that is, some classes appear much more frequent than others do; we use a number of metrics for evaluating classification. Precision --The precision gives probability of correctness of activity classification. Precision is more about overall class accuracy and is calculated as per equation (1).
Recall -Recall rate gives how many times a particular activity is correctly recognized. Use equation (2) for finding recall. A less frequent activity has more chances of having better recall rate.
F-Measure -is a metric that balances out the bias of above two metrics, hence it is used to measure overall appropriateness of a classification method. 
The calculation of these metrics for a particular case is done as in equations below.
To calculate the over all effect, precision and recall for each class is computed separately and average taken over all classes.
b. Effect of Choosing Meta Features
As discussed in section 5, all three data sets differ in dimension, that is, the actual number of features sensed differs in each house. The lattice-basedmodel on individualhouses takes actual sensor data as source. We useleave one day out approach where all except one random day is chosen for training the model. The performance obtained on various evaluation metrics of such models of all three houses isshown inTable7. Similarly the common set of meta features extracted from each house as per section 5 are used for modeling individual houses with data used in the same way as above. The confusion matrix of Table 8 possibility is to use fuzzy formal concept analysis to eliminate non-classifications.The proposed method is tested only on single resident houses. In case of multiple residents, redesigning of sensors to context may have to be done to segregate users [34] . We are also considering single activity being done by the user at a time here. In practice, people frequently interleave one activity with another e.g. like preparing breakfast and showering may be done parallel.The model still needs to be evaluated in these circumstances and refined if required.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we extracted the activities of a person living independently in his house using data from sensors embedded in his surroundings. Lattice based model is created by learning profile of normal activities a person does within a day. Such model will be useful in unobtrusive remote monitoring of person's health as any deviation in routine can be recognized. An alarm can be raised in such case and hencetimely action be taken to assess the real health condition of the elderly. Availability of various sensors with diminishing costs will witness more sensor-based environments. We proposed to learn activities of user from sensors via context mapping.
Algorithm based on concept lattices using FCA was then used to derive and recognize activities based on context. Sensor Datasets of common activities done by three different people living in three different sentient houses are used for evaluation. The results represent feasibility of the method in inferring activities of person in future time slices. More importantly, the models also work well across the houses and persons. This method following similar steps can be useful for situation recognition in more complex situations like remote border monitoring and livestock tracking.
